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Resident Evil Apocalypse Jill Valentine Series Including JillDirected by Alexander Witt, the film features several characters from the videogame series including Jill Valentine ( Sienna Guillory ), Nicholai Ginovaeff ( Zack Ward ), and Carlos Olivera ( Oded Fehr ).. For some reason he abandons the weapon while being medicated by Jill A Heckler Koch UMP-9 is briefly seen carried by an Umbrella soldier that Alice takes out.. This particular shot was directly inspired by a cutscene in the Resident Evil 3: Nemesis videogame.. While his name reads Loginov on the back of his vest, his name in the end credits is Loginova, the feminine version of the family name.

This poster was actually inspired by a deleted scene from the film Resident Evil Apocalypse Jill Valentine Series Including JillThe 2004 survival horror sequel once again stars Milla Jovovich as Alice, who struggles to find out what the Umbrella corporation has done to her as she leads survivors in an escape from a Raccoon City infested with the dead.. After she crashes through a church window, Alice uses her P-14s to blow up the motorcycle with a licker on it.. The 44 Magnum chambering is correct, however, given the fluted barrel ( 50AE Mark XIXs do not have fluted barrels).
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Jill ( Sienna Guillory ) uses his gun to shoot at the same licker until its empty, and then discards it.

resident evil apocalypse jill valentine death scene

Peyton Wells ( Razaaq Adoti ), Nicholai Ginovaeff ( Zack Ward ) and Jill Valentine ( Sienna Guillory ) all use a 92FS.

what happened to jill valentine after resident evil apocalypse

According to the armorer, they shaved the beaver-tails and cleared up the back edges of her handguns.. Alice ( Milla Jovovich ) also uses one near the end of the film Cain ( Thomas Kretschmann ) also uses one at the end of the movie.. She later hands one to Terri Morales ( Sandrine Holt ) when they enter the school.. The Nemesis digital vision specifies that his Desert Eagles are older Mark VII models, however the fluted barrel, scope rails, and taller cocking serrations on the slide are all clearly visible in numerous shots.. She most notably uses these weapons to shoot at a licker in the church, and trap it under a crucifix.. The customization is similar to Dennis Hoppers mocked up SP89 in Speed, however this is not the same weapon.. She appears to carry two 5946s - One in a
thigh holster and one in a shoulder holster.. The lengthened cocking serrations are clearly visible in this image Note the fluted barrel and scope rails, both also indicative of the newer Mark XIX Desert Eagle. e10c415e6f 
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